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Outline 

 Introduction: binary black hole populations observed by LIGO/Virgo


 Stochastic gravitational-wave background in the LIGO/Virgo band


 Anisotropies: observational bounds and theoretical predictions



Gravitational-wave astronomy



LIGO/Virgo O1+O2 binary black holes

 Merging binary compact 

objects: well-known 

waveform in GR 

(analytical and numerical 

methods)


 Detection and parameter 

estimation with match-

filtering using a large 

template bank

Abbott+ [1811.12907 ]



Binary black holes: populations

 First direct measurement of stellar-mass BHs in different environments


 How do BH binaries form?


 Isolated binaries


 Dynamical formation in dense stellar clusters


 Primordial BHs?

Abbott+ [1811.12907 ]



Detection rate

ID et al. (2018)

Binary black holes: populations

Semi-analytic galaxy evolution+stellar evolution model

Constraints on specific stellar evolution model parameters: need more detections!

With rapid stellar rotationWithout stellar rotation
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Detection rate

ID et al. (2018)

Binary black holes: populations

Semi-analytic galaxy evolution+stellar evolution model

Constraints on specific stellar evolution model parameters: need more detections!

With rapid stellar rotationWithout stellar rotation

Constraining model parameters: 

100 detections

500 detections


𝛽 = Log[Fraction of BHs that merge within Hubble time]

𝜸 = Slope of time delay distribution



Binary black holes: populations

Constraints on phenomenological BH population parameters

Abbott+ [1811.12940]

Merger rate:

(51,34) Msun



 Incoherent superposition of unresolved sources creates a stochastic signal


 Usually assume Gaussian backgrounds: need only the second moment of the metric


 Assume a background that is unpolarized, spatially homogeneous, isotropic

Stochastic gravitational-wave background

Energy density of the stochastic background

Power spectral density

Relation to the characteristic strain



Stochastic gravitational-wave background

[ID et al. (2016)]

Sum over all sources: 

Resolved+unresolved BH binaries



 Unresolved binary systems


 Supernovae


 Non-axisymmetric neutron stars


 Inflation


 Cosmic strings

Stochastic gravitational-wave background

Astrophysical and cosmological sources

Abbott+ [1612.02029]



Detection methods

Signal is stochastic and buried in noise!

Credit: LIGO/Virgo

Noise



Detection methods

Signal is stochastic and buried in noise!

Signal from each detector:

Cross-correlating outputs from two detectors and hoping noise is uncorrelated with 
the signal and between detectors:

Credit: LIGO/Virgo

Noise



Current upper limits: LIGO O1+O2

SNR grows with observation time!

LIGO/Virgo [1903.02886]



[Analogous with the cosmic infrared 
background]

SDSS galaxy map

Astrophysical sources are in galaxies


—> GW background is anisotropic

Anisotropic gravitational-wave background



Anisotropic gravitational-wave background

Assuming frequency and direction can be factorized:

Power-law spectral dependence:

LIGO/Virgo [1903.08844]



Anisotropic gravitational-wave background

Energy density in gravitational waves at each point in the sky:

Upper limits (95% CL)

𝜶=0 𝜶=2/3 𝜶=3

[ F l a t e n e r g y 
density spectrum]

[Compact binary 
coalescences]

[Flat strain power 
spectrum density]

f_ref=25 Hz

Resolution:

LIGO/Virgo [1903.08844]



The background from stellar-mass binary BHs has a small anisotropic component

Anisotropic gravitational-wave background

 Can we detect it?


 What can we learn from it?

Cusin, ID, Pitrou, Uzan [1803.03236, 1811.03582, 

1904.07757, 1904.07797]


See also: Jenkins+ [1806.01718, 1810.13435]



Total energy density

To model the anisotropic part:


 Description of galaxy growth and clustering


 Relations between galaxy properties (mass, 

redshift…) and the population of GW sources 

it hosts (BH, NS binaries)


 Propagation of GW in inhomogeneous 

Universe

Anisotropic gravitational-wave background



[Cusin, Pitrou, Uzan (2017a;b)]Anisotropic component:

Anisotropic gravitational-wave background

Total energy density

Conformal time:



Angular power spectrum : definitions

Background component can be written as an integral over the line of sight:

With: 

Astrophysical functions in terms of the effective GW luminosity



Astrophysical model

 Dark matter halo mass function


 Populate halos with galaxies (halo mass - stellar mass relation)


 Star formation rate


 Observational stellar-mass -  metallicity relation


 Black hole formation from massive stars


 Merger rate normalised to obtain the observed LIGO/Virgo merger rate at low redshift

Galaxy luminosity

Total weighted luminosity

[Fryer et al. 2012]

[Ma et al. 2016]

[Tinker et al. 2008]

[Behroozi et al. 2013]

[Cusin, ID, Pitrou, Uzan (2018; 2019a;b)]



Analytic approximation of the angular power spectrum

To linear order in the perturbations:

Full expression for the anisotropic component:

Conformal time:



Analytic approximation of the angular power spectrum

Limber approximation:

Under the constraint for the conformal time, wavenumber and multipole:

For any function f(x):



Limber constraint:

Window function evaluated at a conformal time to satisfy Limber constraint for:

Scale - multipole correspondence

Analogous to the CMB 
visibility function



Angular power spectrum for different bins of k

Scale - multipole correspondence

No one-to-one correspondence between wavenumber and multipole

A given wavenumber contributes to all multipoles up to a maximum value:  



Analytic approximation of the angular power spectrum (2)

Equivalent formulation of the Limber approximation:

Where the comoving distance and the conformal time are related by:

The Limber constraint:



Wavenumber k satisfying the constraint

Scale - multipole correspondence

Comoving distance



Redshift - multipole correspondence

Lowest redshifts (shorter comoving distances) contribute more to larger scales:



Frequency-direction factorisation

Deviation of ~ 5% at f ~ 60 Hz

Then relative anisotropies should be frequency-independent

If frequency and direction can be factorized: 



Astrophysical dependencies

Does the stochastic background depend on the astrophysical model?

Varying: BH formation model, stellar IMF, delay times between binary 
formation and merger…

Do the anisotropies depend on the astrophysical model?

All models normalised to obtain the same number of LIGO/Virgo 
detections



Astrophysical dependencies

Fiducial model



Astrophysical dependencies

BH formation scenario: Fryer et al. (2012) vs. Limongi (2017)



Astrophysical dependencies

Fiducial: Fryer Limongi

BH formation models: difference in the shape of the integrated 
galaxy luminosity



Astrophysical dependencies

Time delay distribution: short (fiducial) vs. long



Astrophysical dependencies

Longer time delays: small shift to lower redshifts

Fiducial Long time delays



Astrophysical dependencies

Different BH formation model

Long time delays

dMco, uMco : cutoff on BH mass (PISN…) 

IMFLo, IMFHi : stellar initial mass function slope 



Cross-correlation with weak lensing convergence

Weak lensing convergence



Cross-correlation with galaxy number counts

Galaxy number count overdensity

Bonvin & Durrer [1105.5280]

Peak multipole is related to the galaxy redshift range

0.03<z<0.1 0.1<z<0.3



Conclusions

 The astrophysical stochastic gravitational-wave background is expected to 

have an anisotropic component, due to the inhomogeneous distribution of 

galaxies  


 This anisotropic component depends both on the cosmology (formation 

and growth of large-scale structure…) and small-scale astrophysics (BH 

formation model…) and can give complementary information to the isotropic 

background


 Detection is difficult - signal may be dominated by shot noise!


